Genotype and childhood sexual trauma moderate neurocognitive performance: a possible role for brain-derived neurotrophic factor and apolipoprotein E variants.
Limited success in the identification of genetic variants underpinning psychiatric illness has prompted attempts to elucidate gene-environment interactions and illness-associated endophenotypes. Here we measured childhood sexual abuse, a potential environmental risk factor, and verbal and visual recall and recognition memory, a possible illness-associated endophenotype in a cohort of bipolar disorder (BPD) subjects and their relatives. We predicted that memory would be affected by sexual trauma and that a number of functional polymorphisms previously implicated in BPD and cognition would moderate the effect of psychological trauma on memory. A cohort of 350 individuals from 47 BPD families was recruited, tested with a neuropsychological battery, and given the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ). Eleven different genetic variants previously found to be relevant to BPD or memory dysfunction were typed. As predicted, scores on the sexual abuse scale of the CTQ were negatively associated with memory performance. Furthermore, the low-activity Met allele of the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) gene and the epsilon4 allele of the apolipoprotein E gene interacted with sexual abuse scores to result in reduced memory test performance. Apolipoprotein E and BDNF exert a neurotrophic effect in response to cellular injury. Their possible moderation of the association between sexual abuse and memory performance might indicate that there is some degree of overlap in the pathophysiological mechanisms by which psychological and physical trauma impact brain function. The finding of an environmental effect on memory performance and a gene-environment interaction on this hypothetical endophenotype of BPD illustrates the difficulty of identifying genetically and phenotypically simple intermediate traits for molecular genetic studies.